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Markov Chain-Based Stochastic Strategies
for Robotic Surveillance

Xiaoming Duan and Francesco Bullo

Abstract

This article surveys recent advancements of strategy designs for persistent robotic surveillance tasks with the focus on stochastic
approaches. The problem describes how mobile robots stochastically patrol a graph in an efficient way where the efficiency is
defined with respect to relevant underlying performance metrics. We first start by reviewing the basics of Markov chains, which
is the primary motion model for stochastic robotic surveillance. Then two main criteria regarding the speed and unpredictability
of surveillance strategies are discussed. The central objects that appear throughout the treatment is the hitting times of Markov
chains, their distributions and expectations. We formulate various optimization problems based on the concerned metrics in different
scenarios and establish their respective properties.
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I. INTRODUCTION

This survey presents a stochastic approach for the design of robotic surveillance algorithms. We adopt Markov chains as
the main algorithmic building block and discuss various properties relevant in surveillance applications. This approach leads
to easily implementable and intrinsically unpredictable surveillance algorithms in which robots’ visit frequency at different
locations can be conveniently specified in a probabilistic fashion. In particular, the unpredictability of a random walk over a
graph is a highly desirable characteristic for surveillance strategies in adversarial settings, because it makes it hard for potential
intruders to take advantage of surveillance robots’ motion patterns.

In persistent surveillance tasks, mobile robots patrol and visit sites of interest in the environment to collect sensing data, detect
anomalies or intercept intrusions. Persistent surveillance is a key component in numerous applications such as environmental
monitoring [52, 40], infrastructure inspection [33, 48] and urban security [38]. Different from traditional coverage or search and
exploration problems, surveillance tasks require robots to repeatedly visit different locations and achieve continuous monitoring.
Surveillance strategies specify in which order and how often the mobile robots should visit different locations so that desirable
performance is maintained. In this survey, we adopt a model where the physical environment is discretized and modeled by
a connected graph: each node of the graph represents a location of interest in the environment and the edges in the graph
represent the paths between locations. Scenarios where mobile robots move in continuous space are studied for example in
[34, 15, 53, 46]. There are also works that consider (stochastic) dynamics at the locations of interest such as [43, 50, 39, 51].

Deterministic strategy: In the design of deterministic surveillance strategies, the performance criterion of typical interest
is idleness, also known as refresh time or latency. At any given time instant, the idleness of a location is the time elapsed since
the last time the location was visited by any surveillance robots. The worst idleness (respectively, average idleness) at that
time instant is the largest (respectively, average) value of idleness for all locations. Then, one seeks a strategy that minimizes
the largest worst (average) idleness over the entire (possibly infinite) surveillance period [31]. In the early work [16], the
author shows that the cyclic strategy where a robot travels with the maximum speed on a shortest closed route through all
locations is optimal in the sense that it minimizes the maximum worst idleness. The author also proposes a partition-based
approach for the multi-robot case where the environment is partitioned into disjoint regions so that each robot patrols a single
region. In [21], a multi-robot system composed of homogeneous robots is placed on a cyclic route in the environment, and
a uniform visit frequency to all locations is achieved by carefully designing the displacements between robots. The authors
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of [35] study team strategies with minimum refresh time for the line, tree and cyclic graphs over a finite surveillance period;
optimal and constant factor suboptimal strategies are obtained. When locations have different priorities, one can define the
natural notion of weighted worst idleness, whereby idleness is penalized proportionally to the location priority. Single-robot
surveillance strategies that minimize the maximum weighted idleness are studied in [4]. The authors design two approximate
algorithms to compute strategies whose costs are within factors of the optimal cost; these factors depend on the distribution of
weights or the dimension of the graph. Given constraints on the weighted idleness at all locations, the authors in [9] propose
an approximate algorithm to compute the minimum number of robots required to satisfy the idleness requirements. The recent
work [1] proposes surveillance plans for a fixed number of robots that minimize the maximum weighted idleness. In summary,
optimization problems concerning the idleness metrics and deterministic surveillance strategies are usually of combinatorial
nature and, in most cases, approximation algorithms and suboptimal solutions are sought.

While clearly leaving any location of interest in the environment unattended for an extended period of time should be avoided,
there are two main challenges for deterministic surveillance strategies: (i) as pointed out in [44], it is not always possible to
assign an arbitrary visit frequency to different locations in the graph (see recent related work in [29]); (ii) deterministic strategies
are fully predictable and can be easily exploited by potential intruders in adversarial settings. In this case, stochastic strategies
become particularly appealing.

Stochastic strategy: In adversarial settings, potential intruders may be able to observe and learn the strategies of the
surveillance robot and devise intrusion plans accordingly. For example, when surveillance robot adopts a deterministic strategy,
the intruder can confidently attack a location immediately after the surveillance robot leaves that location, because it knows
for certain that the robot will not return to that location for a deterministic known duration of time. In such scenarios, robotic
surveillance problems have to be tackled by resorting to randomized approaches. One popular technique in such approaches
is to describe the surveillance strategy as a Markov chain. There are several advantages to using Markov chains as stochastic
strategies, including: 1) the intrinsic stochasticity of Markov chains leads to more effective strategies against rational intruders;
2) the visit frequency to different locations can be easily assigned through the stationary distribution; and 3) Markov chains as
routing algorithms are lightweight and require minimal amount of resources to implement and execute. Although high-order
Markov chains are more versatile, their state space grows exponentially fast with the order (memory length), which results
in high computational complexity or intractability. Therefore, first-order Markov chains are the default choices in the design.
Depending on whether an intruder model is explicitly specified or not, there are two different common formulations in the
literature. When no intruder model is assumed, stochastic strategies are designed based on performance metrics such as speed
and unpredictability; when a specific intruder model is adopted, tailored strategies to the intruder behaviors are carefully
constructed.

Metric-based design: Commonly-used design metrics for stochastic strategies in robotic surveillance include visit frequency,
speed and unpredictability. In [14], the authors propose a Markov chain-based algorithm for a team of robots to achieve
continuous coverage of an environment with a desirable visit frequency. Smart nodes deployed at different locations are
responsible for recording the visits by robots and directing robots to the next site to be visited. To obtain fast strategies for
the surveillance agent, the authors of [36] study Markov chains with the minimum weighted mean hitting time. Here, travel
times between different locations are given as edge weights on the graph. The minimization of the weighted mean hitting time
is transcribed into a convex optimization problem for the special case where candidate Markov chains are assumed reversible.
The problem also has a semidefinite reformulation and can be solved efficiently. A similar notion of mean hitting time for a
multi-robot system is proposed and studied in [37]. To obtain maximally unpredictable surveillance strategies, the authors in
[22] design Markov chains with maximum entropy rate: numerous properties of the maxentropic Markov chain are established
and a fast algorithm to compute the optimal strategy is proposed. A new notion that quantifies unpredictability of surveillance
strategies through the entropy in return time distributions has been recently introduced and characterized in [18]. This new
concept is particularly relevant and useful in cases when only local observations are available to potential intruders. Similar
studies on introducing randomness in return times also appeared in [6, 10], where the authors propose to insert random delays
into the return times.

Intruder model-based design: In contrast to the metric-based designs where no explicit intruder behaviors are assumed,
intruder model-based designs leverage available information on the intruder to achieve improved/guaranteed performance.
In [3], a multi-robot perimeter patrol problem is proposed where a randomized strategy is used to defend against a strategic
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adversary. The adversary knows the surveillance strategy as well as the robots’ locations on the perimeter, and it aims to
maximize its probability of success by attacking the weakest spot along the perimeter. Coordinated sequential attacks in the
multi-robot perimeter patrol problem are considered in [42]. The authors in [11] define a patrolling security game where a
Markovian surveillance robot tries to capture an intruder that knows perfectly the location and the strategy of the surveillance
agent. The intruder has the freedom to choose where and when to attack so that the probability of being captured is minimized.
Various intruder models that characterize different manners in which the intruders attack the locations are discussed in [7].
The authors design pattern search algorithms to solve for a Markov chain that minimizes the expected reward for the intruders.
Variations of intruder models where intruders have limited observation time and varying attack duration are studied in [8]
and [49], respectively. Many of the aforementioned models can be formalized as Stackelberg games. The Stackelberg game
framework has been successfully applied in practical security domain applications [41]. However, only limited progress on
efficient computational methods with optimality guarantees has been made.

In this paper, we focus on the metric-based design of stochastic surveillance strategies. Concepts and notions discussed here
also appear in other settings in the literature.

Organization: We first review the basics of Markov chains and relevant design metrics in Section II. Then, fast and
unpredictable surveillance strategies in various scenarios are discussed in Section III and Section IV, respectively. We conclude
the paper in Section V.

Notation: Let R, Rn and Rm×n be the set of real numbers, real vectors of dimension n and real matrices, respectively.
The set of elementwise positive vectors and nonegative matrices are denoted by Rn>0 and Rm×n≥0 . We denote the vector of 1’s
in Rn by 1n and the i-th standard unit vector by ei, whose dimension will be clear from the context. For a vector v ∈ Rn,
diag(v) ∈ Rn×n is a diagonal matrix with diagonal elements being v; for a matrix S ∈ Rn×n, diag(S) ∈ Rn×n is a diagonal
matrix with diagonal elements being the same as that of S. For a matrix S ∈ Rm×n, the vectorization vec(S) ∈ Rmn is
constructed by stacking the columns of S on top of one another. The indicator function is denoted by 1{·}.

II. MARKOV CHAINS AND RELEVANT METRICS

In this section, we review the basics of discrete-time homogeneous Markov chains and the relevant metrics in robotic
surveillance applications.

A. Markov Chains

A first-order discrete-time homogeneous Markov chain defined over the state space {1, . . . , n} is a sequence of random
variables Xk for k ≥ 0 that satisfies the Markov property: P(Xk+1 = ik+1 |Xk = ik, . . . , X0 = i0) = P(Xk+1 = ik+1 |Xk =

ik) for all k ≥ 0 and i0, . . . , ik+1 ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The Markov chain {Xk}k≥0 has an associated row-stochastic transition
matrix P ∈ Rn×n such that the (i, j)-th element pij = P(Xk+1 = j |Xk = i) for i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. The transition diagram
of a Markov chain is a directed graph G = (V, E), where V = {1, . . . , n} is the set of nodes and E ⊂ V × V is the set of
edges, and (i, j) ∈ E if and only if pij > 0. A Markov chain is irreducible if its transition diagram is strongly connected.
A finite-state irreducible Markov chain P has a unique stationary distribution π ∈ Rn that satisfies π>P = π> and πi > 0

for i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Moreover, the stationary distribution π has the interpretation that regardless of the initial condition [5,
Theorem 2.1],

1

t+ 1

t∑
k=0

1{Xk=i}
as t→∞−−−−−→ πi almost surely. (1)

The physical meaning of (1) is that for an irreducible Markov chain, the stationary distribution encodes the visit frequency to
different states in the long run. A Markov chain is reversible if πipij = πjpji for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. One can verify that if
a positive vector π ∈ Rn>0 satisfies the reversibility condition for a transition matrix P , then it must be a stationary distribution
of P . We refer the readers to [28, 32] for more about Markov chains. We focus on discrete-time homogeneous irreducible
Markov chains with finite states in this article.

In robotic surveillance applications, the environment is sometimes modeled by a weighted directed graph G = (V, E ,W )

where the elements of the weight matrix W = [wij ] represent the travel distances or times between locations. A Markov chain
defined over a weighted directed graph G = (V, E ,W ) has the transition diagram that is consistent with G, i.e., the transition
probability pij ≥ 0 if (i, j) ∈ E and pij = 0 otherwise, for all i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Moreover, in this case, the weights specify
the amounts of time it takes for the Markov chain to transition from one state to another.
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B. Hitting Times

For a finite-state discrete-time Markov chain, the first hitting time from state i to state j is a random variable defined by

Tij = min{k |X0 = i,Xk = j, k ≥ 1}. (2)

This notion can be extended to Markov chains defined over a weighted graph G = (V, E ,W ), in which case the hitting time
Tw
ij satisfies

Tw
ij = min{

k−1∑
`=0

wX`,X`+1
|X0 = i,Xk = j, k ≥ 1}. (3)

The hitting times measure how fast a Markov chain transitions from one state to another. If we require the Markov chains to
be as fast as possible, then the “speed” can be conveniently quantified by hitting times and their expectations.

C. Entropy

Although Markov chains usually come with unpredictability, different Markov chains have different level of randomness
as measured by some notion of entropy. For example, a Hamiltonian tour in a graph (if there exists one) can be represented
by a Markov chain with transition matrix being an irreducible permutation matrix. However, a Hamiltonian tour is clearly
deterministic and thus fully predictable. We choose to use entropy to quantify unpredictability of Markov chains as: i) entropy
is a well-established fundamental concept that characterizes randomness of probability distributions; ii) when the surveillance
agent is highly entropic, its strategy (motion pattern) is potentially hard for the intruders to learn.

The entropy H(X) of a discrete random variable X taking values in {1, . . . , n} with distribution P(X = i) = pi for
i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is defined by

H(X) = −
n∑
i=1

pi log pi.

In order to quantify the randomness in Markovian strategies, two different notions of entropy have been used in the literature.
1) Entropy Rate: A classic notion that measures the randomness of a Markov chain is the entropy rate. For a Markov chain

with the initial distribution being its stationary distribution, its entropy rate is defined by [17, Theorem 4.2.4]

Hrate(P ) = −
n∑
i=1

πi

n∑
j=1

pij log pij . (4)

The entropy rate measures the randomness in the sequence of states visited by a Markov chain [22, 18].
2) Return Time Entropy: The entropy of Markov trajectories is first proposed and studied in [20], where a trajectory Tij

from a state i to a state j is a path with initial state i, final state j and no other states being j. It is shown that the entropy
of the random return trajectory H(Tii) = πiHrate(P ) for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. In robotic surveillance applications, we are more
concerned with the amount of time it takes for the surveillance agent to come back instead of the exact trajectory followed
by the surveillance agent. This is because often times, intruders may have access to the local observations of the inter-visit
times to a location, and they could attack accordingly based on this information. We thereby define the return time entropy of
a Markov chain as a weighted sum of the entropy of return times to locations with weights being the stationary distribution,
i.e.,

Hret-time(P ) =

n∑
i=1

πiH(Tii), (5)

where Tii is the return time (a discrete random variable) defined by (2). We will see how this definition can be generalized to
the cases when there are travel times on the surveillance graph.

D. Running Examples

Before we dive into the details of the design of Markov strategies, we introduce two running examples with which we will
illustrate and visualize the optimal strategies to be discussed in later sections. We consider a 3×3 grid graph and a region map
of San Francisco (SF) [4, Section 6.2] as shown in Fig 1. In the grid graph, we assume unit travel times (unweighted) and the
surveillance agent is expected to visit all locations with the same frequency, i.e., π = 1

919. In the SF map, there are 12 locations
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forming a fully connected weighted graph. The weights on the edges, as documented in Table I, are the quantized by-car travel
times (in minutes) between locations. Moreover, each location is associated with a number that indicates the number of crimes
recorded at that location during a certain period of time. The surveillance agent is expected to have a visit frequency to different

locations proportional to the crime rates, i.e., π =
[
133
866 ,

90
866 ,

89
866 ,

87
866 ,

83
866 ,

83
866 ,

74
866 ,

64
866 ,

48
866 ,

43
866 ,

38
866 ,

34
866

]>
.
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<latexit sha1_base64="QOZPjBRo9k1/WkNf3s/FwvuBd+k=">AAAClnicdZFbS+wwEMez9XK03vVF8KW4CD7I0oqg5+WgqOiLsKKrwnaRJJ3uBpO2JFM5Syl+AF/1w/ltzNYVb+tA4JeZzPwnMyyTwqDvv9ScsfGJyT9T0+7M7Nz8wuLS8pVJc82hxVOZ6htGDUiRQAsFSrjJNFDFJFyzu8NB/PoetBFpcon9DDqKdhMRC07Rus7/3i7W/YZfmfcTgiHUydCat0u1hzBKea4gQS6pMe3Az7BTUI2CSyjdMDeQUX5Hu9C2mFAFZsvcdyvoFP+rnktvw8YiL061PQl6lfdzbkGVMX3F7EtFsWe+xwbOUbF2jvFepxBJliMk/E0ozqWHqTcYgBcJDRxl3wLlWtiuPd6jmnK0Y/qiwlTpuuER2G9qOLNCBzLrUQZYhJVsLLAsLoOyCE0cQUxzae+hij7YyHd2wwvA32qwVEYjKrF4ZCW7suD7gn7C1XYj2Gnsne/U9zeHy5sia2SdbJKA7JJ9ckqapEU4AfJInsizs+r8c46dk7enTm2Ys0K+mNN8BW6g0Hg=</latexit>

(a) 3× 3 grid graph (b) Map of San Francisco

Fig. 1. Two running examples: (a) a 3× 3 grid graph with self loops at all locations; (b) a region map of San Francisco (created with uMap [12]) modeled
by a fully connected graph where the number of crimes during a time period is recorded at 12 locations.

TABLE I
QUANTIZED PAIRWISE BY-CAR TRAVEL TIMES IN MINUTES

Location A B C D E F G H I J K L

A 1 3 3 5 4 6 3 5 7 4 6 6
B 3 1 5 4 2 4 4 5 5 3 5 5
C 3 5 1 7 6 8 3 4 9 4 8 7
D 6 4 7 1 5 6 4 7 5 6 6 7
E 4 3 6 5 1 3 5 5 6 3 4 4
F 6 4 8 5 3 1 6 7 3 6 2 3
G 2 5 3 5 6 7 1 5 7 5 7 8
H 3 5 2 7 6 7 3 1 9 3 7 5
I 8 6 9 4 6 4 6 9 1 8 5 7
J 4 3 4 6 3 5 5 3 7 1 5 3
K 6 4 8 6 4 2 6 6 4 5 1 3
L 6 4 6 6 3 3 6 4 5 3 2 1

III. FAST SURVEILLANCE: MINIMIZATION OF MEAN HITTING TIME

As hitting times measure how fast a Markov chain travels on a graph, it is natural to formulate a hitting time minimization
problem for robotic surveillance scenarios where the surveillance agent is expected to visit different locations in the graph as
fast as possible. We first consider the case when the travel times are unitary and introduce the well-known Kemeny’s constant.
Then, we investigate how the formulation changes when arbitrary positive real-valued travel times are present. The development
in Subsections III-A and III-B follows from [36]; the multi-vehicle case in Subsection III-C is studied in [37]; the meeting
times of Markovian agents in Subsection III-D are discussed in [19].
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A. Unit Travel Times

Let mij be the expectation of the hitting time Tij defined in (2) for an irreducible Markov chain P , i.e., mij = E[Tij ], then
the Markov property implies the following recursive relation

mij = pij +
∑
k 6=j

pik(1 +mkj) = 1 +

n∑
k=1

pikmkj − pijmjj . (6)

We can write (6) in matrix form as
M = 1n1>n + P (M − diag(M)). (7)

Two observations are immediate from (7):

1) by multiplying from the left the stationary distribution π> of P on both sides of (7) and using π>P = π>, we have
mii = 1

πi
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , n} or diag(M) = diag(π)−1;

2) by multiplying from the right π on both sides of (7) and using diag(M) = diag(π)−1, we have (I −P )Mπ = 0, which
implies that Mπ is a constant multiple of 1n given P is irreducible.

The mean hitting time of a Markov chain is then defined for any i ∈ {1, . . . , n} by

M(P ) =

n∑
j=1

πjmij

Due to its independence of the initial state i, the mean hitting time M(P ) is also known as the Kemeny’s constant, and it has
been extensively studied in the literature [26, 30]. We can also write the mean hitting time as

M(P ) =

n∑
i=1

πi

n∑
j=1

πjmij =

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

πiπjmij ,

which clearly shows that M(P ) measures the expected time it takes for the surveillance agent to transition between two
locations randomly selected according to the stationary distribution. The mean hitting time directly relates to the eigenvalues
of the transition matrix as follows [26, Eq. (9)]: let λ1 = 1 and |λi| ≤ 1 for i ∈ {2, . . . , n} be the eigenvalues of an irreducible
transition matrix P , then

M(P ) = 1 +

n∑
j=2

1

1− λj
. (8)

In robotic surveillance applications, if we require the surveillance robot to visit different locations as fast as possible, then we
could adopt a surveillance strategy that minimizes the mean hitting time, and we obtain it by solving the following optimization
problem.

Problem 1 (Mean hitting time minimization for general Markov chains): Given a strongly connected directed graph G = (V, E)

and a stationary distribution π, find a Markov chain with the stationary distribution π that has the minimum mean hitting
time, i.e., solve the following optimization problem:

minimize
P∈Rn×n

M(P )

subject to P1n = 1n,

π>P = π>,

pij ≥ 0 if (i, j) ∈ E ,

pij = 0 if (i, j) /∈ E .

Problem 1 is a difficult nonconvex optimization problem, and the optimal solution is only available in special cases [30]. For
an illustration, we solve Problem 1 for the grid graph using fmincon function in MATLAB. Since the problem is nonconvex,
we start from 100 different initial conditions and pick the best to be the optimal solution. A pixel image of the obtained
solution is shown in Fig. 2, where each row has the transition probabilities from the corresponding location to other locations
and the darkness of a pixel is proportional to the magnitude of the transition probability. One prominent feature of the optimal
strategy is sparsity. Intuitively, it can be thought of approximately as a Hamiltonian tour that also satisfies the visit frequency.
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(a) Pixel image of P

1

<latexit sha1_base64="cR3DaNcp0Bmwoie4l5yb7G2lz7M=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JIwR4LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20OWn0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq775RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZV8epYthhsYhVP6AaBZfYMdwI7CcKaRQI7AWz26Xfe0SleSzvzTxBP6ITyUPOqLFS2xuVK27NXYH8JV5OKpCjNSp/DscxSyOUhgmq9cBzE+NnVBnOBC5Kw1RjQtmMTnBgqaQRaj9bHbogV1YZkzBWtqQhK/XnREYjredRYDsjaqZ601uK/3mD1IQNP+MySQ1Ktl4UpoKYmCy/JmOukBkxt4Qyxe2thE2poszYbEo2BG/z5b+ke13z6rVGu15pVvM4inABl1AFD26gCXfQgg4wQHiCF3h1Hpxn5815X7cWnHzmHH7B+fgGdlmMpg==</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="gJ1Djit3LTgItKPJm/shIS5LWrk=">AAAClnicdZFRa9swEMcVb91ar1ub9WWwF7Mw6MMIdgmsTyNjK91LIWVNUohNkeRzIiLZRjqXBWP2Afrafrh+myqux9YkOxD8dKe7/+mO5VIY9P37lvPs+daLl9s77qvd12/29ttvRyYrNIchz2SmLxk1IEUKQxQo4TLXQBWTMGbzb8v4+Bq0EVl6gYscIkWnqUgEp2hd50dX+x2/69fmrUPQQIc0Nrhqt36HccYLBSlySY2ZBH6OUUk1Ci6hcsPCQE75nE5hYjGlCswncz2tISp/1T1X3kcbi70k0/ak6NXef3NLqoxZKGZfKoozsxpbOjfFJgUmx1Ep0rxASPmjUFJIDzNvOQAvFho4yoUFyrWwXXt8RjXlaMf0RIWpynXD72C/qeHMCn2V+YwywDKsZROBVXkRVGVokhgSWkh7D1X8l438w274E/B/NVgm4w2VWLKxkl1ZsLqgdRgddYNe9/i81+kfNsvbJu/JB3JIAvKZ9MkPMiBDwgmQG3JL7px3zhfnxDl9fOq0mpwD8sScwQNfQtBx</latexit>

3

<latexit sha1_base64="wxSqeG0CMhqJ/Kpvpm+PG3f7RlQ=">AAAClnicdZHfa9swEMcV70dT71eyvRT2YhYGeRjB7grNU8nYxvYySFjSBOJQJPmciEq2kc6hwZj+AX3d/rj9N1OcjC1pdiD46E5339Mdy6Qw6Pu/as6Dh48eH9WP3SdPnz1/0Wi+vDRprjmMeCpTPWHUgBQJjFCghEmmgSomYcyuP67j4yVoI9JkiKsMZorOExELTtG6Bu+vGi2/41fm3YdgCy2ytf5Vs3YbRinPFSTIJTVmGvgZzgqqUXAJpRvmBjLKr+kcphYTqsC8M8t5BbPipuq59N7aWOTFqbYnQa/y/ptbUGXMSjH7UlFcmP3Y2nkoNs0x7s4KkWQ5QsI3QnEuPUy99QC8SGjgKFcWKNfCdu3xBdWUox3TjgpTpeuGn8B+U8M3K/RBZgvKAIuwko0FlsUwKIvQxBHENJf2HqroLxv5h93wO+D/arBURgcqsfhgJbuyYH9B9+HytBOcdbqDs1avvV1enbwmb0ibBOSc9MhX0icjwgmQO/KD/HROnAvns/Nl89SpbXNekR1z+r8BYXTQcg==</latexit>

4

<latexit sha1_base64="dwhRnuXtx+OtdVo3oMMlPU17TC0=">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</latexit>

5

<latexit sha1_base64="Wjth1bh9PEQ9t+ImxLoRETtZ1t0=">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</latexit>

6

<latexit sha1_base64="kKFLaTHvPkoxsNUnjO46nD3pWfU=">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</latexit>

7

<latexit sha1_base64="xUnJQEa/gxBGMYABfdBM2c/Nuwk=">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</latexit>

8

<latexit sha1_base64="7mmTWqzplT670oqh3ORsrmslW/4=">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</latexit>

9

<latexit sha1_base64="QOZPjBRo9k1/WkNf3s/FwvuBd+k=">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</latexit>

(b) Graphical image of P

Fig. 2. Optimal strategy with minimum mean hitting time M(P ) = 6.78 corresponding to Problem 1 in a 3× 3 grid.

Problem 1 becomes tractable if we restrict the set of candidate Markov chains to be reversible, in which case the mean
hitting time is a convex function of the transition matrix in the domain. In fact, by using (8), we can write the mean hitting
time as [36, Theorem 2]

M(P ) = Tr((In − diag(π)
1
2Pdiag(π)−

1
2 +
√
π
√
π
>

)−1),

where Tr(·) is the trace of a matrix and the square root is elementwise. Based on this, we formulate a convex optimization
problem and solve for the Markov strategy with the minimum mean hitting time.

Problem 2 (Mean hitting time minimization for reversible Markov chains): Given a strongly connected directed graph
G = (V, E) and a stationary distribution π, find a reversible Markov chain with the stationary distribution π that has the
minimum mean hitting time, i.e., solve the following optimization problem:

minimize
P∈Rn×n

Tr((In − diag(π)
1
2Pdiag(π)−

1
2 +
√
π
√
π
>

)−1)

subject to P1n = 1n,

πipij = πjpji for all (i, j) ∈ E ,

pij ≥ 0 if (i, j) ∈ E ,

pij = 0 if (i, j) /∈ E .

The convexity of the objective function in Problem 2 follows from the fact that the trace of the inverse of a positive definite
matrix is convex [23]. Moreover, Problem 2 has a semidefinite reformulation and can be solved efficiently [36, Problem 2].
Note that in both Problem 1 and 2, although we do not impose combinatorial irreducibility constraints on the Markov chain,
the resulting solution must be irreducible as long as the constraint set is feasible and the given graph is strongly connected.
This is because a reducible solution leads to infinite mean hitting time. The Markov chain with minimum mean hitting time
is applied to the quickest detection of environmental anomalies in [2]. As a comparison, we solve Problem 2 using CVX [24]
and plot the optimal solution in Fig. 3. The optimal strategy given in Fig. 3 is denser than that given in Fig. 2. Moreover, the
Kemeny’s constant is almost doubled in the reversible case.

B. Arbitrary Travel Times

When there are travel times between neighboring locations in the graph, we can define the weighted mean hitting time
similar to the unweighted case in Subsection III-A. Let mw

ij be the expectation of the hitting time Tw
ij defined in (3), then

mw
ij = pijwij +

∑
k 6=j

pik(wik +mw
kj) =

n∑
k=1

pikwik +

n∑
k=1

pikm
w
kj − pijmw

jj . (9)
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(a) Pixel image of P

1

<latexit sha1_base64="cR3DaNcp0Bmwoie4l5yb7G2lz7M=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JIwR4LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20OWn0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq775RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZV8epYthhsYhVP6AaBZfYMdwI7CcKaRQI7AWz26Xfe0SleSzvzTxBP6ITyUPOqLFS2xuVK27NXYH8JV5OKpCjNSp/DscxSyOUhgmq9cBzE+NnVBnOBC5Kw1RjQtmMTnBgqaQRaj9bHbogV1YZkzBWtqQhK/XnREYjredRYDsjaqZ601uK/3mD1IQNP+MySQ1Ktl4UpoKYmCy/JmOukBkxt4Qyxe2thE2poszYbEo2BG/z5b+ke13z6rVGu15pVvM4inABl1AFD26gCXfQgg4wQHiCF3h1Hpxn5815X7cWnHzmHH7B+fgGdlmMpg==</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="gJ1Djit3LTgItKPJm/shIS5LWrk=">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</latexit>

3

<latexit sha1_base64="wxSqeG0CMhqJ/Kpvpm+PG3f7RlQ=">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</latexit>

4

<latexit sha1_base64="dwhRnuXtx+OtdVo3oMMlPU17TC0=">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</latexit>

5

<latexit sha1_base64="Wjth1bh9PEQ9t+ImxLoRETtZ1t0=">AAAClnicdZHfa9swEMcV71fr/Wq6l8JezMKgDyPYJWN9Ki3b2F4GCUvSQmyKJJ8TEck20jk0GNM/oK/bH7f/ZorjsTXJDgQf3enue7pjuRQGff9Xy3nw8NHjJ3v77tNnz1+8PGgfjk1WaA4jnslMXzFqQIoURihQwlWugSom4ZLNP67ilwvQRmTpEJc5RIpOU5EITtG6Bu+vDzp+16/N24aggQ5prH/dbt2GccYLBSlySY2ZBH6OUUk1Ci6hcsPCQE75nE5hYjGlCsw7s5jWEJU3dc+V99bGYi/JtD0perX339ySKmOWitmXiuLMbMZWzl2xSYHJaVSKNC8QUr4WSgrpYeatBuDFQgNHubRAuRa2a4/PqKYc7ZjuqTBVuW74Cew3NXyzQhcyn1EGWIa1bCKwKodBVYYmiSGhhbT3UMV/2cg/7IbfAf9Xg2Uy3lGJJTsr2ZUFmwvahvFJN+h1Twe9zvlxs7w98pq8IcckIB/IOflK+mREOAFyR36Qn86Rc+Z8dr6snzqtJucVuWdO/zdl2NB0</latexit>

6

<latexit sha1_base64="kKFLaTHvPkoxsNUnjO46nD3pWfU=">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</latexit>

7

<latexit sha1_base64="xUnJQEa/gxBGMYABfdBM2c/Nuwk=">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</latexit>

8

<latexit sha1_base64="7mmTWqzplT670oqh3ORsrmslW/4=">AAAClnicdZHfa9swEMcV70cz71eyvQz2YhYGfRjBHoXmqaR0Y3sZJCxpC7EpknxORCXbSOfQYMz+gL2uf1z/mymOx5YmOxB8dKe77+mO5VIY9P27lvPg4aPHB+0n7tNnz1+87HRfnZus0BymPJOZvmTUgBQpTFGghMtcA1VMwgW7PlvHL5agjcjSCa5yiBSdpyIRnKJ1jQdXnZ7f92vzdiFooEcaG111Wz/COOOFghS5pMbMAj/HqKQaBZdQuWFhIKf8ms5hZjGlCswHs5zXEJU3dc+V997GYi/JtD0perX339ySKmNWitmXiuLC3I+tnftiswKTQVSKNC8QUr4RSgrpYeatB+DFQgNHubJAuRa2a48vqKYc7Zi2VJiqXDf8BPabGr5ZoVOZLygDLMNaNhFYlZOgKkOTxJDQQtp7qOK/bOQfdsPvgP+rwTIZ76nEkr2V7MqC+wvahfOP/eCoPxgf9YaHzfLa5C15Rw5JQI7JkHwlIzIlnAD5SX6RW+eNc+J8dr5snjqtJuc12TJn9BtsbtB3</latexit>

9

<latexit sha1_base64="QOZPjBRo9k1/WkNf3s/FwvuBd+k=">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</latexit>

(b) Graphical image of P

Fig. 3. Optimal reversible strategy with minimum mean hitting time M(P ) = 12.43 corresponding to Problem 2 in a 3× 3 grid.

We can write (9) in matrix from as

Mw = (P ◦W )1n1>n + P (Mw − diag(Mw)), (10)

where ◦ is the elementwise product. By left multiplying the stationary distribution π> on both sides of (10), we have that

diag(Mw) = (π>(P ◦W )1n) · diag(π)−1, (11)

which implies that the mean return time to location i is still inversely proportional to πi as in the unweighted case. Different
from the case of unit travel times, the weighted sum

∑n
j=1 πjm

w
ij depends on the initial state i and the weighted mean hitting

time is then defined as

Mw(P ) =

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

πiπjm
w
ij .

It can be shown that the following relationship between the weighted mean hitting time and the mean hitting time holds
true [36, Theorem 8]

Mw(P ) = (π>(P ◦W )1n) · M(P ),

where the impact of the travel times is factored out. To obtain a fast Markov chain over a weighted graph efficiently, we still
restrict the set of candidate Markov chains to be reversible and formulate the following optimization problem.

Problem 3 (Weighted mean hitting time minimization for Markov chains): Given a strongly connected weighted directed
graph G = (V, E ,W ) and a stationary distribution π, find a reversible Markov chain with the stationary distribution π that
has the minimum weighted mean hitting time, i.e., solve the following optimization problem:

minimize
P∈Rn×n

(π>(P ◦W )1n) · Tr((In − diag(π)
1
2Pdiag(π)−

1
2 +
√
π
√
π
>

)−1)

subject to P1n = 1n,

πipij = πjpji for all (i, j) ∈ E ,

pij ≥ 0 if (i, j) ∈ E ,

pij = 0 if (i, j) /∈ E .
It turns out that by a change of variable, Problem 3 can also be recast to an equivalent semidefinite programming and thus

solved efficiently. We solve Problem 3 and its nonreversible version for the SF map data set. The solutions are illustrated in
Fig. 4. Similar to the unweighted cases discussed in Subsection III-A, the optimal solution to Problem 3 is denser than its
nonreversible counterpart and has a higher (worse) optimal value.
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(a) Nonreversible strategy
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(b) Reversible strategy

Fig. 4. Optimal Strategies with minimum mean hitting time in the SF map: (a) nonreversible solution with Mw(P ) = 16.06; (b) reversible solution
Mw(P ) = 29.88 corresponding to Problem 3.

It is worth mentioning that the computational tractability of Problems 2 and 3 relies critically on the reversibility condition
on the set of candidate Markov chains. However, reversible Markov chains are known to be slow [27], which is also illustrated
by our numerical examples. Therefore, how to solve Problem 1 and its weighted version efficiently with optimality guarantees
remains an open and interesting problem.

C. Hitting Times for Multiple Surveillance Robots

In this subsection, we consider a team of robots indexed by {1, . . . , N}, and each robot i patrols a strongly connected graph
Gi = (V, E i) according to an irreducible Markov strategy P i. Note that the patrolling graphs have the common set of nodes
but possibly different sets of edges. The hitting time for this team of robots from their current locations i1, . . . iN to a location
j is defined as the first time at least one of the robots arrives at location j, i.e.,

Ti1...iN ,j = min{k ≥ 1 |X1
k = j or X2

k = j · · · or XN
k = j,

Xh
0 = ih for h ∈ {1, . . . , N}},

(12)

where Xh
k is the location of robot h at time k. Let mi1···N ,j be the expectation of Ti1···N ,j , then similar to the case of single

robot before, we have that

mi1...iN ,j = 1−
N∏
h=1

(1− phihj) +
∑
k1 6=j

· · ·
∑
kN 6=j

p1i1k1 · · · p
N
iNkN (1 +mk1...kN ,j)

= 1 +
∑
k1 6=j

· · ·
∑
kN 6=j

p1i1k1 · · · p
N
iNkNmk1...kN ,j .

(13)

In order to write (13) in matrix form, we collect mi1...iN ,j into M ∈ Rn
N×n where each row of M contains mean hitting times

from a specific robot team “configuration” (a set of locations currently occupied by the team of robots) to different locations.
The rows of M are arranged by cycling through the possible locations of robots. Concretely, the mean hitting time matrix M
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has the following structure

M =



m1···11,1 m1···11,2 · · · m1···11,n

m1···12,1 m1···12,2 · · · m1···12,n
...

...
...

...
m1···1n,1 m1···1n,2 · · · m1···1n,n

m1···21,1 m1···21,2 · · · m1···21,n
...

...
...

...
mn···nn,1 mn···nn,2 · · · mn···nn,n


.

Given the structure of M , we can write (13) in matrix form as [37, Lemma 3.1]

M = 1nN1>n + (P 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ PN )(M −Md), (14)

where ⊗ is the Kronecker product and Md ∈ Rn
N×n has nonzero elements mi1...iN ,j only at locations (i1 . . . iN , j) that satisfy

ih = j for at least one h ∈ {1, . . . , N}. To calculate the mean hitting times, we vectorize both sides of (14) and obtain

vec(M) = (InN+1 − (In ⊗ P 1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ PN )(InN+1 − E))−11nN+1 , (15)

where E ∈ Rn
N+1×nN+1

is a binary matrix that satisfies Evec(M) = vec(Md). The matrix inversion in (15) is well defined
since the robots’ surveillance strategies are all irreducible.

In the multi-robot case, the problem dimension grows exponentially fast when we scale up the number of surveillance robots.
Therefore, it is not obvious how the strategies for a team of robots could be jointly optimized in an efficient manner. One can
certainly define a mean hitting time for the team of robots analogous to the single robot case. However, the interpretation is
not as clean, and the optimization simply becomes intractable. Designing multi-robot surveillance strategies as a whole is still
an ongoing problem.

D. Meeting Times of Two Markovian Agents

In this subsection, we study the meeting times of two Markovian agents. The development still has the hitting times as
the core elements and also has similarity to the case of multiple surveillance agents. We consider a surveillance robot with a
Markov strategy P p and an evader with a Markov strategy P e, both defined over a common strongly connected directed graph
G = (V, E). Starting from two initial positions i, j ∈ V , the meeting time of the two agents is defined by

Tij = min{k ≥ 1 |Xp
k = Xe

k, X
p
0 = i,Xe

0 = j},

where Xp
k and Xe

k are the locations of the surveillance robot and the evader at time k ≥ 0, respectively. It should be emphasized
that here, the subscripts i and j of Tij represent the initial locations of two different agents. If the evader is stationary whose
strategy is given by P e = In, then the meeting time Tij corresponds to exactly the hitting time of the surveillance agent with
the strategy P p. Let mij be the expectation of Tij , then it follows that

mij =

n∑
k=1

pp
ikp

e
jk +

∑
k1 6=h1

pp
ik1
pe
jh1

(1 +mk1h1) = 1 +
∑
k1 6=h1

pp
ik1
pe
jh1
mk1h1 . (16)

Once again, we can organize mij into a matrix M ∈ Rn×n and obtain

M = 1n1>n + P p(M − diag(M))P e>. (17)

Unlike previous cases where irreducibility of individual strategies is sufficient to ensure finiteness of mean hitting times,
the mean meeting time may be infinite even if both P p and P e are irreducible. In fact, in order for two Markovian agents to
meet in finite time from any initial positions, there must exist paths of equal length that lead a common position for the agents
from their respective initial positions; see a simple example in Fig. 5 for an illustration. The finiteness of meeting times can
be studied systematically by looking at the Kronecker product of graphs [47], and we refer the interested readers to [19] for
more details.
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P p 1 2

P e 1 2

(a) Finite meeting time

P p 1 2

P e 1 2

(b) Infinite meeting time

Fig. 5. The pursuer and evader in (a) have finite meeting times as starting from any positions for the agents, there exist paths to the common locations (1, 1)

and (2, 2). However, in (b) there exist no paths to common locations from locations (1, 2) and (2, 1).

With the mean meeting time matrix M and the stationary distributions πp and πe for the surveillance agent and the evader,
we can define the expected meeting time as

M = πp>Mπe. (18)

Since we do not require the strategies for the surveillance agent and the evader to be irreducible, the stationary distributions
πp and πe may not be unique. However, the expected meeting time in (18) can still be defined as long as all entries of M
are finite and one set of stationary distributions are specified. Given the evader’s strategy P e and a stationary distribution πe,
we can solve the following optimization problem to find a surveillance strategy P p that captures (meets) the evader as fast as
possible.

Problem 4 (Expected meeting time minimization): Given a strongly connected directed graph G = (V, E), an evader’s strategy
P e with a stationary distribution πe, and a stationary distribution πp for the surveillance agent. Find a Markov chain with
the stationary distribution πp that has the minimum expected meeting time, i.e., solve the following optimization problem:

minimize
P p∈Rn×n

πp>Mπe

subject to πp>P p = πp>,

P p1n = 1n,

pp
i,j ≥ 0 if (i, j) ∈ E ,

pp
i,j = 0 if (i, j) /∈ E .

The expected meeting time minimization Problem 4 has the mean hitting time minimization Problem 1 as a special case
and thus is also difficult to solve. In fact, we can interpret the mean hitting time minimization problem as an expected meeting
time minimization problem: a Markovian surveillance agent is chasing a stationary evader whose strategy is given by P e = In

and πe = πp. Other than the special cases discussed in [19], we have to resort to numerical solvers in order to obtain a
locally optimal solution. We plot the optimal strategy for a pursuer chasing a randomly walking evader in Fig. 6, where the
evader moves from its current location to neighboring locations (including a self loop) with equal probabilities. The pursuer’s
strategy has a strong sparsity pattern similar to that shown in Fig. 2. Note that in this case, the pursuer has a uniform stationary
distribution while the evader’s stationary distribution is proportional to the node degrees.

IV. UNPREDICTABLE SURVEILLANCE: MAXIMIZATION OF ENTROPY

One of the motivations for adopting Markov chains as surveillance strategies is to introduce stochasticity to the motion plans
of the surveillance robot. In this section, we design surveillance strategies that are maximally unpredictable and thus hard
for potential intruders to exploit. We utilize two different notions of entropy to quantify unpredictability of Markov chains.
The optimization of the entropy rate in Subsection IV-A is studied in [22] and the treatment of the return time entropy in
Subsection IV-B follows from [18].

A. Maximization of Entropy Rate

As introduced in Section II-C1, the entropy rate is a classic metric that measures the randomness of the random sequence
generated by Markov chains. In robotic surveillance, this sequence is composed of locations visited by the surveillance robot.
Since the travel times on the graph do not affect the entropy rate of the strategy, we consider unweighted graphs in this
subsection. Moreover, we allow self loops at all locations and assume the graph is symmetric as it turns out that the optimal
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(a) Pixel image of P

1

<latexit sha1_base64="cR3DaNcp0Bmwoie4l5yb7G2lz7M=">AAAB6HicbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBahp5JIwR4LXjy2YD+gDWWznbRrN5uwuxFK6C/w4kERr/4kb/4bt20OWn0w8Hhvhpl5QSK4Nq775RS2tnd294r7pYPDo+OT8ulZV8epYthhsYhVP6AaBZfYMdwI7CcKaRQI7AWz26Xfe0SleSzvzTxBP6ITyUPOqLFS2xuVK27NXYH8JV5OKpCjNSp/DscxSyOUhgmq9cBzE+NnVBnOBC5Kw1RjQtmMTnBgqaQRaj9bHbogV1YZkzBWtqQhK/XnREYjredRYDsjaqZ601uK/3mD1IQNP+MySQ1Ktl4UpoKYmCy/JmOukBkxt4Qyxe2thE2poszYbEo2BG/z5b+ke13z6rVGu15pVvM4inABl1AFD26gCXfQgg4wQHiCF3h1Hpxn5815X7cWnHzmHH7B+fgGdlmMpg==</latexit>

2

<latexit sha1_base64="gJ1Djit3LTgItKPJm/shIS5LWrk=">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</latexit>

3

<latexit sha1_base64="wxSqeG0CMhqJ/Kpvpm+PG3f7RlQ=">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</latexit>

4

<latexit sha1_base64="dwhRnuXtx+OtdVo3oMMlPU17TC0=">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</latexit>

5

<latexit sha1_base64="Wjth1bh9PEQ9t+ImxLoRETtZ1t0=">AAAClnicdZHfa9swEMcV71fr/Wq6l8JezMKgDyPYJWN9Ki3b2F4GCUvSQmyKJJ8TEck20jk0GNM/oK/bH7f/ZorjsTXJDgQf3enue7pjuRQGff9Xy3nw8NHjJ3v77tNnz1+8PGgfjk1WaA4jnslMXzFqQIoURihQwlWugSom4ZLNP67ilwvQRmTpEJc5RIpOU5EITtG6Bu+vDzp+16/N24aggQ5prH/dbt2GccYLBSlySY2ZBH6OUUk1Ci6hcsPCQE75nE5hYjGlCsw7s5jWEJU3dc+V99bGYi/JtD0perX339ySKmOWitmXiuLMbMZWzl2xSYHJaVSKNC8QUr4WSgrpYeatBuDFQgNHubRAuRa2a4/PqKYc7ZjuqTBVuW74Cew3NXyzQhcyn1EGWIa1bCKwKodBVYYmiSGhhbT3UMV/2cg/7IbfAf9Xg2Uy3lGJJTsr2ZUFmwvahvFJN+h1Twe9zvlxs7w98pq8IcckIB/IOflK+mREOAFyR36Qn86Rc+Z8dr6snzqtJucVuWdO/zdl2NB0</latexit>

6
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(b) Graphical image of P

Fig. 6. Optimal strategy with minimum expected meeting time M(P ) = 9.86 against a randomly walking evader corresponding to Problem 4 in a 3 × 3

grid.

strategy in this setting can be computed very efficiently. In order to find a Markov chain that maximizes the entropy rate
defined in (4), we formulate the following optimization problem.

Problem 5 (Entropy rate maximization): Given a strongly connected directed graph G = (V, E) with self loops and symmetric
adjacency matrix and a stationary distribution π, find a Markov chain with the stationary distribution π that has the maximum
entropy rate, i.e., solve the following optimization problem:

maximize
P∈Rn×n

Hrate(P )

subject to P1n = 1n,

π>P = π>,

pij ≥ 0 if (i, j) ∈ E ,

pij = 0 if (i, j) /∈ E .
As in previous problems, a stationary distribution is specified in Problem 5. A similar problem where only the graph structure

is given was considered in [13], where the optimal solution is carefully constructed. One may recognize that Problem 5 is a
convex problem even without requiring the graph to be symmetric and have self loops, and it can be solved by generic convex
programming solvers. However, Problem 5 exhibits several intriguing properties and allows for faster iterative algorithms.
Let A ∈ Rn×n be the unit-diagonal symmetric adjacency matrix of the strongly connected graph G = (V, E). We define the
maxentropic vector map φ : Rn>0 7→ Rn>0 by

φ(x) = diag(x)Ax.

Moreover, we define the maxentropic matrix map Φ : Rn>0 7→ Rn×n≥0 by

Φ(x) = diag(Ax)−1Adiag(x).

These two maps are essential for constructing the optimal solution to Problem 5, and many nice properties of them are
summarized in [22, Theorem 3] and [22, Theorem 2]. To solve Problem 5, we take the following steps:

1) find x∗ ∈ Rn>0 such that φ(x∗) = π, i.e., solve the inverse maxentropic vector map x∗ = φ−1(π);
2) construct the optimal solution to Problem 5 as P ∗ = Φ(x∗) = diag(Ax∗)−1Adiag(x∗);
3) compute the optimal value byHrate(P

∗) = −2x∗>Adiag(x∗) log x∗+π> logπ, where the logarithm is taken elementwise.

In the procedures outlined above, once the inverse maxentropic vector map x∗ = φ−1(π) in step 1 is solved, the optimal
solution and its value can be obtained straightforwardly in steps 2 and 3. First of all, as ensured by one of the properties of
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the inverse maxentropic vector map, step 1 is well defined in the sense that for any π ∈ Rn>0, there exists a unique x∗ that
satisfies φ(x∗) = π. Moreover, let

η = max
i
{
n∑
j=1

aij
√
πj}, x0 =

1√
maxi{

∑n
j=1 aijπj}

π,

then the following linear iteration converges to x∗ [22, Theorem 4]

xk+1 = xk − 1

2η
(diag(xk)Axk − π), for k ≥ 0.

Numerical comparisons and computational complexity analysis are given in [22] where the efficiency of the proposed linear
iteration is clearly shown. It is also worth mentioning that the optimal solution to Problem 5 is automatically reversible as
proven in [22, Theorem 6]. Here, we solve Problem 5 using the linear iteration and plot the solution in Fig. 7. The solution
has a similar pattern as the reversible chain with minimum Kemeny’s constant. However, the transition probabilities are shaped
differently, and the strategy with maximum entropy rate has self loops at all locations.
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(b) Graphical image of P

Fig. 7. Optimal strategy with maximum entropy rate Hrate(P ) = 1.27 corresponding to Problem 5 in a 3× 3 grid.

B. Maximization of Return Time Entropy

The entropy rate is a “global” measure of unpredictability of Markov chains, i.e., it is concerned with the entire sequence
of locations visited by the surveillance robot. However, from a local observer’s point of view, the inter-visit times at a location
of interest may be the only available information. For Markov chains, these inter-visit times correspond exactly to the first
return times Tii for locations i ∈ {1, . . . , n}. In order to make it hard for the observers (potential intruders) to predict when
the surveillance robot will come back after it leaves the current location, the maximization of unpredictability in return times
measured by the entropy is proposed. Note that the return times depend not only on the Markov strategy, but also on the
travel times between locations. In this subsection, we consider strongly connected directed graphs with integer-valued edge
weights. Assuming integer-valued travel times is not restrictive because we can always quantize and approximate real-valued
travel times reasonably well by choosing appropriate quantization units. Moreover, it is much more convenient to characterize
the return time distributions if the travel times are integer-valued.

To ease the notation, we introduce the shorthand Fk ∈ Rn×n where the (i, j)-th element of Fk represents the probability
that the hitting time Tw

ij takes value k, i.e., Fk(i, j) = P(Tw
ij = k). Then, we have the following recursion

Fk(i, j) = pij1{k=wij} +
∑
h 6=j

pihFk−wih(h, j), (19)
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with the initial conditions Fk = 0n×n for k ≤ 0. The formula (19) can also be arranged in a vectorized form as

vec(Fk) = vec(P ◦ 1{k1n1>n=W}) +

n∑
i=1

n∑
j=1

pij(Ej ⊗ eie
>
j )vec(Fk−wij ), (20)

where 1{k1n1>n=W} is a binary matrix whose (i, j)-th element is 1 if wij = k and Ei = diag(1n − ei). Despite its seemingly
complicated form, the hitting time probabilities in (20) actually satisfy a linear system with time delays and transition
probabilities as inputs. Moreover, the inputs to this system are directly related to the system matrix, and the hitting time
probabilities are polynomial functions of the transition probabilities.

Using the notation introduced above, we can rewrite the return time entropy of a Markov chain with travel times explicitly
as

Hret-time(P ) = −
n∑
i=1

πi

∞∑
k=1

Fk(i, i) logFk(i, i). (21)

Our goal is to find a Markov chain that has the maximum return time entropy by solving the following optimization problem.
Problem 6 (Return time entropy maximization): Given a strongly connected directed weighted graph G = (V, E ,W ) and a

stationary distribution π, pick a minimum transition probability ε > 0, find a Markov chain with the stationary distribution π

that has the maximum return time entropy, i.e., solve the following optimization problem:

maximize
P∈Rn×n

Hret-time(P )

subject to P1n = 1n,

π>P = π>,

pij ≥ ε if (i, j) ∈ E ,

pij = 0 if (i, j) /∈ E .

We clarify several technical details in Problem 6 in the following:

1) the minimum transition probability ε ensures the irreducibility of Markov chains; moreover, this also ensures that the
constraint set of Problem 6 is a compact set of irreducible Markov chains.

2) the objective function Hret-time(P ) as given by (21) is an infinite series; fortunately, by analyzing the linear dynamical
system (20), we can show that the return time distributions Fk(i, i)’s decay exponentially fast if P is irreducible. Therefore,
the infinite series is summable and well defined. In fact, the objective function continuously depends on the transition
probabilities.

The above clarifications imply that in Problem 6, a continuous function is optimized over a compact set. Therefore, there
exists at least one optimal solution and Problem 6 is well posed. Moreover, it should be pointed out that due to the stationary
distribution constraint and by (11), the return times have bounded expected values and the surveillance robot will come back
to each location within some time on average.

The difficulty of Problem 6 partly comes from the fact that a closed form of Hret-time(P ) as a function of the transition
probabilities is not available. However, in the particular case of a complete graph with unit travel times, the return times can
be made to follow geometric distributions and their entropy has a closed form. Moreover, by the maximum entropy principle
for discrete random variables [25], the optimal solution is given by P = 1nπ>.

As in [20], it is also possible to establish a connection between the return time entropy (in unweighted graphs) and the
entropy rate as follows

Hrate(P ) ≤ Hret-time(P ) ≤ nHrate(P ), (22)

where the inequalities are tight in the sense that they become equalities in certain cases. This relationship (22) implies that
Hret-time(P ) and Hrate(P ) are two distinct metrics and are not interchangeable. In fact, they may differ by a factor of n, which
is the dimension of the graph.

Since the closed form of the return time entropy Hret-time(P ) is not available, we truncate the infinite series and obtain a
truncated objective function for computation and optimization purposes. In order to control the difference between the original
and the truncated objective function, for a given accuracy level η, we use Markov inequality to select the truncation position
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Nη such that the discarded tail return time probabilities for any location is under η. Then, we define the truncated objective
function as

Htrunc
ret-time(P ) = −

n∑
i=1

πi

Nη∑
k=1

Fk(i, i) logFk(i, i).

The objective function in Problem 6 is replaced with Htrunc
ret-time(P ) when solving the optimization problem. Based on the gradient

formulas for Htrunc
ret-time(P ) [18, Lemma 18], we utilize the gradient projection algorithm to compute a locally optimal solution.

We plot the found optimal solution for SF map in Fig. 8, where Nη is taken to be 2292 so that the discarded probability
η = 0.1. We refer the readers to [18] for a performance comparison with other Markov chains in capturing intruders with
certain behaviors.
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Fig. 8. Optimal strategy with maximum return time entropy Htrunc
ret-time(P ) = 5.00 corresponding to Problem 6 in the SF map.

V. SUMMARY

In this paper, we presented a stochastic approach to the design of robotic surveillance algorithms over graphs. This approach
exhibits numerous promising properties that are relevant in the surveillance applications. We formulated various optimization
problems in different settings when particular metrics are concerned. These formulations accommodate scenarios where different
characteristics of surveillance strategies are desirable. To facilitate the computation of many of the strategies discussed in this
paper, we developed software packages available in both MATLAB and Julia [45].

Stochastic robotic surveillance is still an active area of research and many problems remain open. First, regarding the
modeling, it is becoming increasingly popular to incorporate adversary models in the problem formulation. By doing so, we
may expect improved surveillance performance due to the tailored design against the adversarial behaviors. Game theory is a
common tool that shall fit in the picture well. Secondly, there is still a lack of efficient algorithms to compute surveillance
strategies with optimality guarantees. Although effective heuristics have been proposed in different scenarios, progress in
advancing customized computational algorithms is critical. Finally, most of the problems we discussed in this paper involve a
single surveillance robot. Studies on how to exploit robot teams and design cooperative surveillance systems are of tremendous
value in both research and practice.
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